ServiceNow Custom Application
Development for a US-based Organ
Procurement Organization

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER

The client is a major organ procurement organization who
co-ordinates tissue and organ donations, thus benefitting
transplant recipients. Operating for close to 35 years, the client
has helped in saving the lives of over 23,000
transplant recipients.

CHALLENGES

Since the client is primarily an organ procurement organization,
they deal with multiple hospitals in their day-to-day operations.
Before the client approached Aspire, they were manually
performing their documentation pertaining to employee
on-boarding and off-boarding. On-boarding documentation
involved filling out all the relevant data along with the signature
in the form of NDA and then sending it to the hospitals for
validation. Any discrepancy in the manually filled-out data
led to rejection by the hospital and the users had to re-start
the whole process from scratch, which consumed a lot of
time and efforts. Although there weren’t any documentation
involved with employee off-boarding, the client still had to
notify the respective hospital with the details of the off-boarded
employees. This process again consumed a major chunk of time
and was serving as a bottleneck to productivity.

SOLUTION

Aspire’s ServiceNow experts successfully implemented the autofill
functionality. When a user gives input to editable PDF, ServiceNow
uses its user data to autofill PDF and send them to the respective
hospitals. Earlier, the user had to repeat this process for each new
hospital, but by implementing the project, ServiceNow auto-fills their
user data in the form of PDF. It enabled the client to view the list of
users in a particular hospital and their respective data in the 		
form of PDF.
The client’s hierarchy grouped multiple hospitals under a single
system and there were multiple systems. All the hospitals under a
single system share the same PDF. Once the PDF generation with
user information is done, ServiceNow sends the completed form
to the hospital’s point of contact. Aspire also took steps to ensure
that the hospitals received the monthly reports on the 1st of every
month which included all the user information after eliminating
any duplicates. We also worked on activating the Password Reset
feature. Through placeholders, end-users can change their EMR
passwords instantly. Password encryption happens by default and
through the “Show Password” option, users can choose to decrypt
the password after an OTP authentication. Aspire also sent password
reset reminders at pre-fixed intervals.
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RESULTS

We helped the client:


Produce a consolidated list of users in a particular
hospital and their respective data in a PDF report
instantly



Reduce costs and efforts on managing passwords
significantly



Project in-depth visibility to the stakeholders involved
through monthly reports



Bridge any potential communication gaps and helped
the client to be process-aware at all times
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.
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